
From: Marc Sansregret
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2017 8:13:17 PM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik
To: tsxrequestforcomments@tsx.com; marketregulation
Cc: Philippe Couture; JF Sabourin
Subject: FW: Jitney’s comments on the proposed TSX market making program changes

To whom it may concern,

here are Jitney’s comments on the proposed TSX market making program changes.

As a firm, we strongly disagree with proposed changes to the TSX Market Making Program. In an
attempt for the TSX to regain lost market share, it now seems that the TSX have folded to the pressure
of the big banks, wanting to coming back to Maket Making, after all but given up on it a couple of years
ago. Running Algos on all listed stocks will not provide any additional liquidity or market depth. Algos are
good for posting 100 share bids or offering, but do little in times of crisis or high volatility, as they will
simply turn off their machine due to the increased risk. At no point are they beneficial, to the client, as
bids or offerings are cxl automatically in milliseconds if they seem the trade unfit or unprofitable. They
will dump any trade on other venues including odd lots only increasing volume to these secondary
markets. For those reasons, we find it completely absurd for the primary MM, to have to split the odd
lots with the secondary MM.

One idea, which is good in theory, is the possibility to increase the MGF. However, implementing this to
fill real client order’s will prove to be a challenge. It will be difficult for the TSX, to prevent professional
traders to abuse of this function, as was done in the past, leading MM to decrease their MGF’s
substantially over time.

The real reason the TSX is unable to keep market share, since it became public, as to do with Market
structure, not because of the MM system. We feel the TSX is not addressing the real problem with the
markets. Giving additional power to the Algos will only exacerbate its long decline.

We have a lot of insight on this situation and would love to help to contribute to the success of the TSX
and to its MM program.

Best regards

Marc Sansregret
V.P. Principal, Division Clients Professionnels
Senior V.P. , Professional Clients Division
514 985-8095

www.jitneytrade.com
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